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Palomar observations of the R impact of comet
Shoemaker-Levy 9' II. Spectra
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Abstract. We presentmid-infraredspectroscopic
ob- slit oriented parallel to Jupiter's equator and centered

servations
from Palomarobservatory
of the impactof on the location of peak brightnessmeasuredat 4.5/•m.
fragmentR of cometP/Shoemaker-Levy
9 withJupiter A total of eight complete 8-13 ttm spectra were obon 21 July 1994. Low-resolution
8-13 ttm spectrataken tained, beginning at 5:37 UT and ending at 6:45 UT.
near the peak of the lightcurveshowa broademission The first spectrumwastaken immediatelyfollowingthe
feature that resembles the silicate feature commonly secondprecursorflash, the secondjust prior to the peak
seen in comets and the interstellar medium.

We use

flux at 5:45 UT, and the remainder at intervalsduring

this featureto estimatethe dust contentof the im- the decay phase. Separate spectra taken of Callisto at
pact plume. The overallinfraredspectralenergydis- 1:09 UT were used for absolute flux calibration.
tribution at the time of peak brightnessis consistent
Data Analysis
with emissionfrom an optically-thinlayer of smallparticlesat ~ 600 K. Integratingover the spectrumand
Each 10-secondexposurespectral image was reduced
the lightcurve,we obtaina total radiatedenergyfrom
by
subtracting the off-Jupiter chopped image and rethe R impactof _>2 x 102•ergsand a plumemassof
movingbad pixelsby interpolation;a slight tilt wasre-

_>3 x 10•a g.

moved
by'twisting
' theimages
sothatthespectral
lines
were vertical in each spectral image. The wavelength

Introduction

scales were determined

from

telluric

emission lines at

In Paper I we describedthe lightcurvesobtainedfor known wavelengthsin the sky frames for each wavethe R impact at Palomar at 3.2 and 4.5 ttm. Here we length segment. Becausethe airmass of the observapresent8-13 Fm spectraof the evolvingimpact site, tions ranged from 2.65 to 5.92, extinction effectsare
as well as a compositespectral energy distribution at substantial. From measurementsof a region of Jupiter
the time of peak flux.• The near-infraredlightcurves well away from the R impact site, we determined a
extinction coefficientof 0.25-0.9
are also used to estimate color tm',•peraturesof the R wavelength-dependent
mag/airmass
which
was
usedto correctboth the Jupiter
impact precursorflashesand of the freshimpactsite.
and Callisto spectrafor extinction effects. Except in the
Spectroscopicobservations
strong telluric ozoneband between9.3 and 9.9 ttm, this
procedure yielded acceptably consistentspectra.
At intervalsof 7-10 min during the courseof the
The fluxes from both the impact site and Callisto

PalomarR .impactobservations,
low-resolution
spectra weresummedover 11 pixels(2.75") alongthe slit, reweretakenin threeoverlapping
wavelength
intervalsto sultingin an effectiveaperturesizeof 2.75 x 1.0". Alprovidecomplete
8-13 ttm coverage
witha resolution,though the slit did not include all the flux from Cal-

)•/A)••0100.All spectra
wereobtained
witha 1"-widelisto,

we applied no slit throughput correctionssince
the
projected
impact spot sizeperpendicularto the slit
1Ast•'onomy
Department,CornellUniversity,Ithaca, New
of
~
1.5"
was
comparable
to Callisto'sdiameterof 1.2".
York.
The Jupiter to Callisto flux ratios were convertedto ab2CaliforniaInstitute of Technology,Pasadena,California.
solute fluxes using the aperture photometry of Hansen
aNational Air and SpaceMuseum,WashingtonDC.
[1976],interpolatedvia a blackbodymodel. Hansen's
Callisto
data were adjusted to the circumstancesof July
4NASA GoddardSpaceFlight Center,Greenbelt,MD.
1994 by assumingthat brightnesstemperaturescalesas
r-• ! and flux as A_ 2, where r is the Sun-Jupiter dis5 Observationsat the Palomar Observatory were made as part
of a continuing coilaborative agreement between the California
tance and A is the Earth-Jupiter distance. Three of the
Institute of Technologyand CornellU•versity.
resulting spectra are shownin Figure 1.
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Results
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The initial spectrum at 5:37 UT and those obtained
after 6:00 UT are essentiallyidentical, and showbright-
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corrections. Mid-IR spectra taken from the KAO dur-

Lo-res R impact spectra
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ing the R impact [Spragueet al., 1994]alsofail to show
strong NH3 emissionlines, although those of several
other speciesare prominent.
The spectra taken at 5:49 UT have not been rescaled
to a common time, and show small discontinuities due
to the fading of the impact site.
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The 8 to 13/um spectral slope at peak brightnessis
roughly matched by a Rayleigh-Jeansspectrum, sug-
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Interpretation
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wavelength(pm)

gestinga sourcetemperatureof •_ 2000 K (see Fig.
1). Relative to a blackbody,however,the spectrum

showsa broad emissionfeature between 9 and 12/urn.
In spectra of T Tauri stars and star-forming regions,
andbeforeanysignificant
brightening
of theR impact a 10 /urn bump such as this is usually interpreted as
site at 10/urn; just prior to the peak brightnessof the emissionfrom an optically-thin region of small, warm
third flash(5:43UT); and duringthe decayphase(5:49 silicate grains. However,the spectrumbetween8 and
UT). The regionof telluricozoneabsorptionis blanked 9/urn is fiat or slowly decreasingwith wavelength,while
out by the vertical grey bar. The three segmentsof the dust emissivity function for astronomical silicates
the peak spectrum have been separatelyscaledto the [DraineandLee,1984]predictsthat F:• shouldincrease
predicted peak fluxes at 5:45 UT, as describedin the with ,k, even at a dust temperature, Td, above the vatext. The dotted curve shows the model of silicate dust
porization temperature of silicates. KAO spectra show
emissionfitted to the peak spectrum(seetext), while
that
methane emissionat 7.7 /•m is prominent in the
the dashed curve representsa 2000 K blackbody. Dotdashed curvesshow blackbody spectra at characteristic first hour after largeimpacts[Spragueet al., 1994;Bjoundisturbedjovian temperaturesof 140, 150 and 160 K. raker et al., 1994],and this may accountfor the upturn
below 9/urn in our spectrum.
In the absenceof detailed modelling of both atmonesstemperaturesconsistentwith the undisturbedjo- spheric and dust components, we simply describe the
vian limb. To avoid cluttering the diagram, we have non-dustcomponent
of the spectrum(presumablydue
omitted spectra taken after 6:00 UT. We also plot in to CH4) with a powerlaw and fit the observedFx to
Fig. i blackbodycurvesfor temperaturesof 140, 150 the following model:

Figure 1. Low-resolution(A/AA = 100) spectraobtained immediatelyafter the secondflash (5:37 UT)

and 160 K, spanningthe rangeof undisturbedbrightnesstemperaturesexpectedfor Jupiter in this spectral
P0
region. The absenceof prominentmolecularabsorp- F•- A,•[1-exp
(-•'9.TQ(A)/Q(9.7))]
B•(T,•)+
• (1)
tion or emissionlines in the spectra, especiallythe usuassumedto be
ally strongNH3 linesat 10.3 and 10.7/urn,may be at- whereQ(,k) is the absorptionefficiency,
that
of
interstellar
silicate
grains,
rs.7
is
the
dust optical
tributableto the veryhighemission
angle(•_ 75ø). The
depth
at
9.7/urn,
and
Aa
is
the
solid
angle
of
dust emisbroad bump at 12/urn is due to stratosphericemission
sion.
In
the
optically-thin
limit,
Aa
rs.7
is
the
total dust
by C2He, while the increasein brightnesstemperature
cross-section
(in
steradians)
and
is
well-determined,
altowards8/urnis dueto stratospheric
CH4 emission.
though
Aa
and
r•.7
are
not.
The
best
fit
to
the
obNear the time of peak brightnessat 3.2 and 4.5/urn,
a very different8-13/urn spectrumwasobserved.The served spectrum is obtained for Ta = 370 K, n = 7.5,
three individualspectralsegments,measuredin succes- and r•.7 •-. 0.05, and is shown as the dotted curve in
sion,havebeenscaledin Fig. I to their predictedflux Fig. 1. The model reproducesthe form of the 8-13
levels at 5:45:00 UT, the time of maximum signal at peak spectrum quite well.
4.5/urn.This allowsus to correctfor the rapid changes Given Ta and the product Aa rs.7, we may obtain the
total mass of silicate dust:
in the absolute flux levels at this time. The scaling
factors were derived from a spline fit to the 4.5
lightcurve,and rangefrom 1.96 at 8-10/urn to 1.38 at
11-13/urn.Slightmismatches
in the spectrain the overlap regionsindicatethat the uncertaintiesin this pro- where
A -- 8 x 1013cm,
C9.?- •Q(9.7)/a- 104cm-1
cedure are ,.-15%. No distinct molecular emission fea- is the absolute volume absorption coefficientat 9.7
tures are seenin the peak spectrum,the smallerripples for astronomical silicate grains of radius a (_ 1

beingprobablydue to imperfections
in the extinction [DraineandLee1984],andpa - 3.3 g/cm3 is the as-
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an unexpectedlylow 630 4-50 K, perhapsbecausethe
plume
is seenat this time througha significantlineß
3.2
Palomar
[]
2.3
•l•_n:
Keck
ß 4.5 I.u'n,Palomar
of-sightopticaldepthof methane.Howeverat 5:36:30
T=550
K,
œ•
=0.07UT, with the plume 20 scaleheightshigher and thus
abovesensibleatmosphericabsorption,we find a color
temperatureof 950 4- 150 K. This may representthe
true plumetemperature--• 90 secafter the impact. Two
'--..

!

'--_-.œ

minutes later we find Tco]= 820 4- 100 K.

During the growthand decayof the main peak, we
find that the color temperature of the R impact site
remainsrelativelyconstant,varyingfrom a minimumof
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The peakof the second
flash(the risingplume)gives

R impact peak spectrum
'
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600 K at 5:41 UT to a maximum of 1150 K at 5:48 UT.

The averagecolortemperaturebetween5:44 and 6:10
UT is --•1000K. Althoughthe actual temperaturesmay
differ, the 3.2/4.5 pm flux ratio is strikinglyconstant
over a period in which the absolutefluxesvary by a
factor of a hundred. This uniformity of temperature

is a strongargumentin favor of our interpretationin
PaperI that the mainflux peakis dueto emission
from
shock-heatedre-enteringejecta, rather than from the
plumeitself,whichis predictedto coolrapidlyto space

[ZahnleandMacLow,1995].
Figure2 showsa composite
spectrumof the R impact
at the time of peak flux (5:45 UT), includingthe 813pm spectrum
fromFig. 1, the peakfluxesat 3.2 and
4.5 pm from Fig. 1 of PaperI, and the corresponding
sumeddensityof the grains. Our best fit yieldsa dust peakflux at 2.3pm measured
by Grahamet al., [1995].
massof 6 x 10•2g.Thismassof dustis 20%of the total (Alsoshownfor comparison
is the low-resolution
specplumemassestimatedbelow,andabout8% of the mass trum acquiredimmediatelyafter the precursorflashes
of a 0.5 km diameter impactor with mean densityof 1.0 at 5:37 UT, scaledto a 1" squaresolid angle.) It is
g/cm3. (Notethat higherdusttemperatures
wouldim- impossible
to fit all threenear-IR pointswith a single
ply correspondingly
lowervaluesof *'9.7and total dust blackbody;the rangeof plausibletemperatures
is indimass;a fit with Td - 700K yieldsMd - 9 x 10• g, catedby the 550K and 1000K blackbodyspectrafitted
Largerdust particles(a >_1 pm), on the otherhand, to the 2.3/3.2 and3.2/4.5 pm flux ratios,respectively.
couldresultin a largertotal dustmassbeing'hidden'.)
A simplemodel which at least approximatelyfits all
If we multiply A•r9.7 by 17, the ratio of visible to of the measurements
and is also more physically
9.7 pm interstellarextinctionin the solarneighborhood plausiblethan pure blackbodyemission consistsof a
[Rocheand Aitken, 1984], we get 1.9 squarearcsec, dusty,optically-thin emitting regionwith a temperature
equivalentto an opticaldepthof orderunity for the dark of • 600 K and an emissivitywhichscalesas A-•. The
impact scarsseenin visibleimages. A silicatecompo- latter is consistentwith emissionby small solid grains
sition for these spotsmight thereforeaccountfor both with radii r • A and constantrefractiveindex [van
their visible and mid-infrared opacities.
de Hulst, 1957], and is suggestedby the silicatedust
fit
to the 8-13 pm spectrumin Fig. 1. Sucha model
Color temperatures
is shown as the dot-dashedcurve in Fig. 2, fitted apIdeally,wemight hopeto determinethe evolvingtem- proximatelyto the near-IR points. The deviationsof
perature of the impact site from the ratio of 3.2 to the observedfluxes from the model may be due to CH4
4.5 pm fluxes shownin Fig. 1 of Paper I. However, and silicate emission. The model implies an emissivitythe emissionmay well be opticallythin, and dominated opticaldepth productof er •_ 0.022at 4.5 pm and 0.010
in the near-IR by molecularemissionbands. This is es- at 10 pm, for an assumedsourcesolidangleof 1 square
peciallylikelyto be the caseat 3.2 pm, whichis a region arcsec. A similar optical depth in stratospherichaze
of strongmethaneabsorption.Subjectto this caveat, particlesat l0 pm is implied by our preliminaryanalywe have attempted to calculatecolortemperaturesfor sesof high-resolution
spectraof the coolingimpactsites
the precursorflashes,usingthe measuredpeakfluxesat in the 8-10 pm region[Gieraschet al., 1994].
3.2 and4.5 pm fromFig. 1 aswellasthe correspondingEnergetics and plume mass

fluxesat 2.3pm measured
by Grahamet al., [1995].For
thefirst(bolideentry?)flash,wefinda consistent
color
temperature of 1000-4-120 K.

Given a model of the spectrum of the peak emission
from the R impact site, and the observedconstancyof
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color temperature during the main peak, we may use
the measured3.2 pm lightcurvein Fig. i of Paper I to
estimate the total energyradiated by the impact site in
the near- to mid-IR region. We adopt the 600 K dust
emissionmodel, for which the ratio r/of the bolometric

flux to Fx at 3.2 /•m is 6.03 /•m.6 Makingthe further

of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9, paper presented at Division
of Planetary Sciencesmeeting, Amer. Astro. Soc., Washington DC, Oct 31, 1994.
Draine, B. T. and H. M. Lee, Optical properties of interstellar graphite and silicate grains, Astrophys. J., œ85,
89-108, 1984.

Gierasch, P. J., J. Goodman, T. Hayward, C. McGhee,
assumptionof an isotropicradiator, the total radiated
J. Moersch, P. Nicholson, S. Squyres, J. Van Cleve, K.
energyis then givenby
Matthews, G. Neugebauer, G. Bjoraker, B. Conrath and
G. Orton, A physical interpretation of the SL-9 impacts
observed from Palomar, paper presented at Division of
Planetary Sciencesmeeting, Amer. Astro. Soc., WashWefinda total radiatedenergyof •_2.2 x 1025ergs, ington DC, Oct 31, 1994.
Graham, J. R., I. de Pater, J. G. Jernigan, M. C. Liu and
or 2% of the total kinetic energyof a 0.5-km diameter
M. E. Brown, The fragment R collision: W. M. Keck Teleicy cometimpactingJupiter at 60 km/s. This estimate
scope observationsof SL9, Science, 267, 1320-1323, 1995.
is probablya lower limit becauseof (i) the emission Hansen, O. L., Thermal emissionspectra of 24 asteroidsand
whichoccursduringthe first ~ 40 secwhenthe fireball
the Galilean satellites, Icarus, 27, 463-471, 1976.
is behindthe limb, and (ii) possiblepreferentialemis- Roche, P. F. and D. K. Aitken, An investigation of the insion in a direction away from the Earth. Probablythe
terstellar extinction. I. Towards dusty WC Wolf-Rayet
stars, Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc., 208, 481-492, 1984.
biggestunknownin this calculationis the uncertaingeometryof the impactsite. Zahnleand Macœow[1995] Sprague, A. L., D. M. Hunten, F. C. Witteborn, R. W.
H. Kozlowski, D. H. Wooden and G. Bjoraker, KAO obhavetaken the first stepstowardsa morerealisticmodel
servations of Jupiter during and following the impact of
of the observedlightcurve.

= 4•rA2r/c
/

(a)

Comet SL-9 fragmentsR and W usingHIFOGS (4.9-9.4
Note that essentially all of this energy is received
and 9.3-14.5 t•), paper presentedat Divisionof Planetary
from the shock-heatedre-entry phase; the flashesdue
Sciencesmeeting, Amer. Astro. Soc., Washington DC,
to the bolide and plume, as interpreted in Paper I, conOct 31, 1994.
tribute a negligiblefractionof the total radiatedenergy. van de Hulst, H. C. Light Scattering by Small Particles, 470

Equatingthe radiated energyto the kinetic energyof
pp., Wiley, New York, 1957. Reprinted by Dover, New
the descendingplume, for an assumedvertical re-entry
York, 1981.
velocityof 12.5 km/s, we obtain a lowerlimit to the Zahnle, K. and M. M. Mac Low, A simple model for the light

total plumemassof 3 x 10•3 g.

curve generatedby a Shoemaker-Levy9 impact, preprint,
1995.
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